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Abstract—Heterogeneous three-dimensional (3D) integrated technique is a promising method to achieve breakthrough bandwidth between DRAM and CPU in a computer
system. However, in such stacked structure, the elevated
temperature poses big challenges to the circuit reliability.
In this paper, we provide our solutions to three instability
effects in the 3D stack: bias temperature instability, time
dependent dielectric breakdown and electromigration.

1. Introduction

Figure 2. Thermal maps of the CPU layer (a) and DRAM layer (b).

Through vertically stacking the CPU and DRAM in a
single chip [1], [2], 3D integration technology has the
potential to improve the performance of a computer
system signiﬁcantly, by leveraging the high parallel communication bandwidth and short vertical transmission
distance. However, heat dissipation is a major bottleneck
for a 3D chip. For instance, the simulation of a processoron-DRAM structure (see Fig. 1) by tool HotSpot [3]
shows that the temperature can reach 110◦ C in the
stacked DRAM (see Fig. 2), in contrast to only 55◦ C in
conventional 2D structure. The elevated temperature in a
3D chip poses big threat to the reliability of both the transistors (in core and DRAM) and the interconnects (like
TSVs) in the 3D stack [4]–[9], due to aging effects such
as bias temperature instability (BTI) [7], time dependent
dielectric breakdown (TDDB) [8] and electromigration
(EM) [9]. This paper presents our solutions to address
these aging effects in a 3D chip, more speciﬁc, the sense
ampliﬁers (SAs) in the DRAM and the vertical TSVs.
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Figure 1. 3D processor-on-memory stack.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss three thermal-aware aging effects: BTI, TDDB
and EM, together with the related works to address these
issues. In Section 3, we discuss our solutions to the aging
effects in a 3D processor-on-memory system. Finally, we
conclude this paper in Section 4.

2. Aging Effects and Related Work
In this section, we ﬁrst brieﬂy introduce three main
thermal-aware aging effects: BTI, TDDB and EM (for
more details, the reader is referred to [10]), after that,
we review related work on addressing aging effects.
BTI [7] is a reliability phenomenon that causes the
increment of threshold voltage of a MOSFET. There are
two widely-accepted models for BTI, the superposition
of which matches experimental data well [10]: 1) the
reaction-diffusion model explains that the Si-H bonds at
the interface are broken under the stress due to gate
bias, then the hydrogen atom forms H2 and diffuse
away; the removal of gate bias allows some restoration
of these bonds, 2) the charge trapping model describes
that charged carriers are captured by defects in gate dielectrics. The increment in threshold voltage will reduce
the performance of the sequential circuits and such performance degradation is sensitive to the temperature [10].
Besides, in mixed-signal integrated circuits, such as sense
ampliﬁers (SA) in a DRAM, threshold voltage offset can
cause functional failure of the circuit.
TDDB [8] is an irreversible reliability phenomenon that
causes breakdown of gate oxide layer in MOSFET. As
bias is applied to the gate continuously, the conductance
of the gate oxide layer increases signiﬁcantly. As a result,
the gate leakage current through the thin oxide layer will
increase, which eventually leads to a signiﬁcant degradation in circuit performance or a short-circuit failure
of MOSFET. Experimental evidence [11] has shown that
TDDB is strongly correlated with temperature.
EM [9] is considered as one of the main failure mechanisms of interconnect wires. It is caused by the gradual
movement of the ions in a conductor due to the momentum transfer between conducting electrons and diffusing
metal atoms. Thus, metal atoms will migrate and create
gaps in the wire and the wire breaks in the worst
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case. EM can cause uneven redistribution of resistance,
dielectric cracking, and undesired open circuits [10]. For
a metal wire, EM is affected by both the current density
it carries and its ambient temperature [9].
In order to mitigate the inﬂuence of BTI and TDDB in
2D circuits, many works have been proposed. Towards
BTI, Sengupta et al. [12] proposed a detection method
in large circuits with phase-locked loop circuits. Siddiqa
et al. [13] ensured even aging of each inverter by periodically ﬂipping the state of SRAM units. Calimera et
al. [14] proposed stagnation time to recover circuits from
BTI aging during circuit operation. Towards TDDB, the
aging effect in SRAM was analyzed in [15]–[17].
All the works mentioned above study either CPU or
SRAM rather than DRAM because the aging issues are
not serious in 2D DRAM. In 3D circuits, however, aging
issues get severe due to the elevated temperature. Thus,
there are many prior works exploiting methods of mitigating the aging inﬂuence by thermal management [18],
[19]. In our work, we exploit circuit solutions to optimize
DRAM reliability considering BTI and TDDB. Besides,
EM of TSV is a key problem. Stress analysis of TSVs
has been done to determine their susceptibility to EM
faults [20]. Shengcheng [21] proposed a TSV mapping
method to mitigate the EM aging in TSVs. Instead, we
proposed a core mapping method for tile-based 3D-IC
considering the EM of TSVs [6].
3. Addressing Aging Effects in 3D DRAM and TSVs
3.1 BTI and TDDB in DRAM
3.1.1) Reliability Issues in DRAM: The function of SA
in DRAM is easily affected by aging effects due to its
mixed-signal structure. Therefore, we analyze the reliability of SA in DRAM and propose our methods. We start
with a brief introduction to SA, whose circuit structure
and operation stages [22] (precharge, activation and R/W)
are shown in Fig. 3. In the precharge stage, the Eq signal
actives M N 3/M N 4 to set the potentials on BL/BLB
both to Varray /2 (Varray is the working voltage of
memory array), while M N 5 ensures the consistency
of BL/BLB potential and accelerates the precharge
process. In the activation stage, the SA_N/SA_P signals are responsible for the power control, where the
SA_P and SA_N are connected to Varray and GN D
respectively. M N 1/M P 1 and M N 2/M P 2 constitute
two cross-coupled inverters, which identify the potential
difference between BL and BLB. If the data in the
memory cell is logic “1”, the potential on BL will be
pulled up due to the charge sharing between memory
cell and the BL. Then the potential on BL (BLB) is
pulled up (down) to Varray (0V ) [23]. At last, the SA
transmits data to bus in the read/write stage with the
wire connected to BL (not shown in Fig. 3), and then
returns to the precharge stage.
There are two aging effects in SA: BTI and TDDB. We
will introduce our methods of mitigating these two issues.

Figure 3. SA circuit. (a) SA structure. (b) read/write operation.

3.1.2) Solution for BTI: First we analyze how BTI
inﬂuences the SA of DRAM in 3D-IC. We deﬁne a
term – workload, which is the duty cycle of BL.
If the workload is high, the activation duration of
M N 1/M P 2 is more than that of M N 2/M P 1. This
leads to different BTI aging degree between M N 1/M P 2
and M N 2/M P 1. Therefore, there exists threshold
voltage mismatch (ΔVth ) between M N 1/M P 2 and
M N 2/M P 1. If ΔVth is enough to offset the charge
sharing between BL and BLB, then at activation stage,
the SA will report wrong data.
In order to mitigate the threshold voltage deviation
caused by BTI, we proposed compensation logic (CL)
circuit to help SA activate correctly as shown in
Fig. 4 [24]. The CL is made up of two inverters
(M N 1, M N 2)) and six NMOSs (M N 3 – M N 8). In
the precharge (P re.) stage of SA, the CL works in
alleviation (ALV.) stage. The CT R signal potential is
low, then M N 3, M N 4, M N 5 and M N 6 are turned off.
Thus SA works as usual. Meanwhile, the CT R signal
actives M N 7 and M N 8, so as to connect Varray /2
to the input of IN V 1 and IN V 2, mitigating the BTI
effect on the IN V 1/IN V 2. After the precharge stage,
the SA enters hold stage while the CL circuit enters the
assist stage. In the assist stage, M N 3, M N 4, M N 5
and M N 6 will be activated by CTR signal, so as to
connect IN V 1/IN V 2 to BL/BLB, forming two feedback channels. Once the BL (BLB) potential is pulled
up above Varray /2, inverters in the feedback channel
will further pull up (down) the potential of BL/BLB to
help the SA work correctly. Then the SA enters activation
stage as usual while the CL will return to alleviation stage
keeping themselves from BTI effect.

Figure 4. CL in SA. (a) operation sequence. (b) compensation circuit.

We evaluate the equivalent activation voltage and charging saving in proposed and original design under different
workloads. The equivalent activation voltage (V E) is
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Table 1
C OMPARISONS OF E QUIVALENT ACTIVATION VOLTAGE & C HARGE
S AVING IN B OTH SA S .
Workload
V EO (V) V EP (V)
Charge Saving (%)
98%
0.78
≈ 0.6
15.00
95%
0.75
≈ 0.6
12.50
90%
0.71
≈ 0.6
9.17
85%
0.69
≈ 0.6
7.50
75%
0.65
≈ 0.6
4.17

3.1.3) Soluiton for TDDB: TDDB is another important
aging effect in SA. TDDB aging effect in the precharge
stage of SA is shown in Fig. 5(a). As an example, let’s
assume M N 3 breaks down. In the precharge stage, high
Eq signal will pull up the potential on the BL, producing
a potential difference ΔVT DDB1 between BL and BLB,
although it should ensure the equality of BL and BLB
potential. When the SA enters activation stage, Eq signal
will drop to 0V . Because of the short-circuit path of
the gate oxide layer, the potential on BL will be pulled
down and a new potential difference ΔVT DDB2 between
BL and BLB is produced. If the charge sharing fails to
offset the ΔVT DDB2 , the SA will misread the data and
the corresponding data in memory cell is damaged.

Figure 5. SA with the detection circuit. (a) circuit schematic, (b)
read/write operation with extra detection.

When TDDB occurs, the general solution is to simply
shut down the failed storage modules in the DRAM and
transfer data to redundant storage columns [25] or storage
modules. Thus, we design a detection circuit (see dashdotted circle in Fig. 5(a)) and introduce an extra detection
stage in the precharge stage (see Fig. 5(b)) to alert that
TDDB occurs. The Boolean logic of the detection circuit

is shown as follows:
FALARM = ZEq_p · (XBL + YBLB )
= ZEq_p · (XBL · YBLB )
where ZEq_p , XBL and YBLB represent Eq_p (gating
signal of detection state), BL and BLB signals, respectively. If TDDB occurs, ΔVT DDB1 in the precharge stage
will be caught and the output signal (ALARM ) potential
of the detection circuit will be high in the detection stage.
We use Monte Carlo simulation method to evaluate our
method with the 45nm predictive technology model [26].
In our experiment, all of the TDDB failures are alerted
and the result is shown in Fig. 6. It indicates that the
proposed circuit is capable of early warning against
TDDB. Besides, there is a tradeoff in PMOS size in the
inverter chain: if the width of PMOS in the inverter chain
is larger, the noise immunity is stronger [27] while the
sensitivity of the detection circuit is lower.
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minimum voltage of memory cells that is able to active
SA correctly. Charge saving is deﬁned as (V EO −
V EP )/Varray , where V EO and V EP are V E of original
and proposed circuit respectively. Without loss of generality, we set the number of rows of memory array to 512
in the experiment. Also our simulation is based on 5 years
BTI aging proﬁle. When the widths of MOSFETs in
IN V 1/IN V 2 are 1/8 of that in original SA, the CL can
pull up the BL/BLB potential successfully according to
HSPICE simulation. The experimental results are shown
in Table 1, indicating that the proposed approach can
effectively mitigate BTI effect enven in the condition of
severe imbalance of the workload in SA (98%).

Figure 6. Comparison of detection capability and activation failure in
different proﬁles of PMOS dimension.

3.2 EM in TSVs
In this section, we consider the EM of TSVs in tilebased 3D-IC (see Fig. 7), each tile of which can be
mapped with a core (IP bock or memory). The vertical
connection between two tiles in different layers is TSV
bundles, which includes several TSVs. Besides, different
tiles are running different tasks, as a result, the heat
density of the circuit and current density of TSV bundles
vary greatly. Thus, some TSV bundles have short lifetime
(see VNT before in Fig. 8), which are called bottleneck
TSV bundles. In order to increase the lifetime of the
bottleneck TSV bundles, we optimize void nucleation
time (VNT) distribution in 3D-IC mapping [6].
In order to even the VNT distribution of TSV bundles,
we proposed an iterative incremental mapping updating
method with an initial mapping solution. Given a mapping solution, we ﬁrst pick the TSV bundle with smallest
VNT in the 3D-IC, and then improve the chosen TSV
bundle’s VNT value by exchanging cores in the circuit
mapping. Since the core mapping is updated in this step,
we will get another VNT distribution of TSV bundles.
Then we pick the TSV bundle with smallest VNT in the
new VNT distribution and repeat the above procedure
until no more improvement can be made on the VNT of
the bottleneck TSV bundle in the latest mapping solution.
The VNT distributions of the TSV bundles before and
after the optimization are shown in Fig. 8. Before the
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Figure 7. A simple example of three-layer 3D-IC.

optimization, we can see that the VNT of the 8th TSV
bundle is the bottleneck of the whole chip. After the
optimization, the VNT distribution of the TSV bundles
is more even, and the smallest VNT of the TSV bundles
can be increased by 2×. These results indicate that
the VNT distribution is more even after the remapping
optimization. As a result, the EM reliability of TSV
bundles is improved by the proposed mapping method.

Figure 8. VNT distribution of the TSV bundles before and after the
optimization.

4. Conclusion
3D integration is an ideal solution to the “memory wall”
problem in a computer system. In this paper we discuss the thermal-aware reliability issues (including BTI,
TDDB and EM) in a 3D processor-on-DRAM system and
present our solutions. In the future, we plan to extend
our research to more advanced technology nodes and
transistor structures (such as FinFETs).
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